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Introduction

This document describes the installation of the HERA RF chain comprising all parts between
the antenna and the Analogue to Digital Converters (ADCs) as shown in Figure 1. The main
components are the Front End Module (FEM) and the Post Amp Module (PAM) also referred
to as FEM-75 and PAM-75, respectively due to the 75Ω transmission line. The FEM is phantom
powered from an 8V power supply in the PAM rack. Each channel (North and East) is powered
independently over it’s associated transmission line.

Figure 1: HERA receiver chain
The FEM is designed to mate with an Antenna Mating Board with the same dimensions as the
PAPER feed assembly [1]. The full design details of the new receiver system is provided in [2].
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Front End Module

The internal components of the FEM are shown in Figure 6. SMP connectors are used for the
inter-board RF connections to allow a small amount of board mis-alignment. The FEM housing
extrusion, manufactured in Germany, uses M3 thread forming screws. The antenna end of the
FEM has been modified with Helicoil inserts to accepts UNC screws.

2.1

Installation

Mount the Adapter Ring to the Lower Disk (Figure 2) with 4 x 1/4” #4–40 UNC stainless steel cap
head screws (requires a 3/32 hex wrench). Carefully align the north marker with the north facing
dipole element and push the FEM onto the PowerSnap connectors on the Antenna Mating Board.
Secure the FEM with 4 x 1/4” #4–40 UNC cap head screws to the Adapter Ring. Check there is
no gap between the Adapter Ring and Housing Flange. There will be a small gap if the FEM is
not fully seated, resulting in degraded RF performance.
FEM power must be switched off when attaching the 75 Ω cables. The PAM does
not have short-circuit protection and can be damaged if the cable is short-circuited.
This will be addressed in the next version of PAM. If a cable is shorted, other FEMs
will not be affected but an inductor (Coilcraft part 0805AF-152XJRB, 1.5uF) in the
associated PAM will require replacement.
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Consider applying silicone grease on the Adapter Ring and Balun Gasket for improved Ingress
Protection. It is recommended to apply silicone grease to the F-connector threads in addition to
either a weather boot or self-amalgamating tape since water seepage into coax cables can potentially
travel a long distance.
The connector panel is not keyed therefore excessive torque could potentially damage the PCB.
Torque wrenches set to 2.26nm (20in-lb) are supplied with the FEMs, this torque should not be
exceeded.

Figure 2: FEM mounting to the Lower Disk

2.2

Post-install tests

Check for cable short-circuit and continuity of all 75Ω cables between centre pin and ground at
the PAM end. In the case of a short-circuit; typical resistance seen is 12Ω ± 1Ω per copper coated
steel cable used on site (Twin Belkin RG6 cable) which is 150m±30m in length. When these long
cables are connected to the FEM and there is no short circuit, the resistance measured between
centre pin and the outer should be greater than 35Ω but may be several hundred kΩ depending
on the test voltage of the digital multi-meter. If there is no short-circuit, power may be supplied
from the PAM. Typical current draw for the FEMs is shown in Table 1. The voltage drop across
the long cables is of order of 2.4V, meaning the minimum supply voltage from the PAM end must
be at least 6.1V. For any RF testing, a custom test fixture (Figure 7) and (optional) baluns are
required. For our lab tests, we applied 5V to the FEM. The typical FEM supply voltage given in
Table 1 is through 150m of RG6 cable.

Supply Voltage (V)
Supply Current (mA)
Gain at 150MHz (dB)

Min
3.7
183
45.3

Max
8
213
46.4

Typ
5.4
198
46.0

Table 1: Basic FEM specifications per polarisation channel.
Full s-parameter test results for each FEM can be downloaded from the website (also indicated
by the housing QR code): http://hera.mrao.cam.ac.uk and entering the FEM serial number.
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3.1

Post Amp Module
Installation

The PAM rack requires 230VAC power and protective ground through an IEC 60320 type C14 inlet
socket. This requires a cord commonly (but incorrectly) known as a ’kettle lead’. The internal
rack powerline wiring is rated at 3A, therefore each cord should have its own 3A fuse.
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The racks were tested for electrical safety at Cambridge. Insulation resistance was >9.9MΩ
and leakage current was <0.4mA for all racks.
As per the FEM installation (section 2.1) connector torque must not exceed 2.26nm (20in-lb)
for the F-type connectors. SMA connectors should also be torqued with a standard SMA torque
wrench applying 0.9nm (8in-lb). Both set of torque wrenches were supplied with the racks.

3.2

Operation

The rack ’Power’ switch controls all power to the rack. The lower ’FEM Power’ switch controls
only the phantom power to the FEMs. Care must be taken to ensure excessive loads (< 35Ω) are
not applied to the ’N’ and ’E’ connectors before FEM power is enabled.
The ’FEM power’ indicator on each PAM only illuminates if the sum of current drawn from the
’N’ and ’E’ connectors is greater than 330mA. This gives a quick indication from the PAM racks
that the FEMs are connected and drawing nominal current.
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A

Glossary

Refer to the Antenna Assembly diagram (figure 3).
Adapter Ring

Alodyne (US) / Alocrom (UK) finish aluminium ring mates
antenna lower disk to FEM flange. Requires 4 x 1/4” #4–40
UNC stainless cap head screws.

Antenna Mating Board

PCB secured to antenna lower disk mates antenna elements
to PowerSnap connectors.

Balun Module

Small unit with two baluns, one for each polarisation (figure
4). PAPER called their LNAs ‘Active Baluns’ but that is
not the terminology we are continuing.

Bottom Plate

Alodyne/Alocrom finish aluminium plate at coax connector
end of Housing Body. Requires 4 x M3 thread forming
screws.

Disk Gasket

Lower Disk to Antenna Mating Board 0.063” (1.6mm)
EDPM rubber gasket (PAPER antenna design).

FEM/FEM-75

The new 75Ω Front End Module.

Housing Body

Gloss white powder coat over Alocrom (Alodyne) finish aluminium extrusion (Fischer Elektronik part GP222), housing the front end RF board.

Housing Flange

Alodyne/Alocrom finish aluminium ring mates Adapter
Ring to FEM Body. Requires 4 x 1/4” and 4 x 1/2” #4–40
UNC stainless cap head screws.

Lower Disk

Large diameter aluminium disk (24” diameter for PAPER)
on ground facing side of antenna elements. The Adapter
Ring and Antenna Mating Board is secured to this.

PAM/PAM-75

The new 75Ω Post Amp Module using Schroff 5HP screened
rack mount enclosures.

Straight Through

Small unit with straight through 50Ω microstrip (figure 4).
This has 4 SMA connectors straight through to 4 PowerSnap pins.

Test Adapter

Custom PowerSnap to SMA test adapter (figure 7) made in
the Cavendish laboratory, Cambridge. For basic 2-port RF
testing we used this with a 2-way splitter (Mini-circuits part
ZFSCJ-2-1-S+) and 3” lengths of semi-rigid SMA cables.

Transition Board

PCB inside FEM75 to connect antenna PowerSnap pins to
main board SMP connectors (figure 5).
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Figure 3: Antenna Assembly

Figure 4: Balun and Straight-Through Module

Figure 5: Transition Board
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Figure 6: FEM Section View

Figure 7: FEM test fixture
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